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Stash Capar of Toronto-based production house Sequoia Content wrote, directed and edited this spec spot for SpaceX, Elon Musk’s company known for its advancements in privately funded
space travel.

Titled “We Choose,” the piece presents a lyrical and visual narrative with the only words spoken being those of President John F. Kennedy from his famed 1962 speech at Rice University in
Houston in which he explains the quest for progress and why “we choose to go to the moon.” The spot is set in a rural landscape where kids play in barns or set up their telescopes on dark
nights to gaze at the sky. Everyone seen in the film is young; in various scenes, we see a boy playing in his spacesuit, a brother and sister launching a model rocket, a child building a
model of the solar system, and a boy leafing through a book about space. Throughout the film, which has a moving cinematic musical score, we keep returning to the video of Kennedy
delivering his Rice oratory, intercut with young people watching it in the present, inspired by the words even now, 55 years later.

As the film progresses, we catch sight of the name on the back of the young boy’s helmet: It’s not NASA, but SpaceX. Likewise, the kids launching the model rocket are using one
emblazoned with the SpaceX name. And the boy reading the book is naturally reading about Mars, as are the young people seen earlier with their telescope, who now gaze at images of the
Red Planet on their smartphones.
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Capar said he was inspired to make the spec film based on his childhood obsession with space exploration, “particularly the Apollo program.” He said, “I remember being able to rattle off all
the names of the astronauts that landed on the moon.”
 
What really impressed him, though, was the Rice speech. “It had a spirit that was bold, brave, competitive and uniquely American,” he recalled. “My father first heard it as a teenager
behind the Iron Curtain. I remember him telling me, many years later, that at that moment, he knew the Americans were going to get there before the Russians. There was this intangible
quality within JFK’s words that perfectly encapsulated the American spirit of exploration. To me, that was the spark that inspired a whole generation to look up at the Moon and wonder.”
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A Year Of Box Office Success, Personal
Turmoil For Marvel's Stan Lee
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Saturday, Jun. 30, 2018
It has been another epic year for
characters Stan Lee helped create,
with...
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Nancy Buirski's "Recy Taylor"
Documentary Recounts Woman's Ordeal,
Connection To Civil Rights Movement
(/news/nancy-buirskis-recy-taylor-
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connection-civil-rights-movement)
Friday, Jun. 29, 2018
When Oprah Winfrey saluted unheralded
#MeToo crusaders at the Golden...
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Client SpaceX (spec spot) Production Sequoia Content, Toronto Stash Capar, writer/director/editor; Kristofer Bonnell, DP; Suzanne Allan, exec producer; Katy Maravala, producer;
Brad Wilson, production designer. Casting Mann Casting Wardrobe Steph Major Music Nikhil Seetharam Color Alter Ego Tricia Hagoriles, colorist; Jane Garrah, color producer VFX
Aaron Pozzer. Sound Design Kendra Welham
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BBC Strikes Deal With Journalist To
Resolve Gender Pay Gap (/news/bbc-
strikes-deal-journalist-resolve-gender-
pay-gap)
Friday, Jun. 29, 2018
The BBC struck a deal Friday with a
senior journalist who quit her post to...
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Rep Report for June 29, 2018
(/news/rep-report-june-29-2018)
Friday, Jun. 29, 2018
Deluxe has brought on board Barbara
Jean Kearney as VP of sales for its...
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Street Talk for June 29, 2018
(/news/street-talk-june-29-2018)
Friday, Jun. 29, 2018
Bicoastal The Famous Group has signed
director Dan Addelson for spots and...
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California Passes Law Providing
Consumers With More Control Over Their
Personal Data (/news/california-passes-
law-providing-consumers-more-control-
over-their-personal-data)
Friday, Jun. 29, 2018
California will soon have what experts
call the nation's most far-reaching...
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Superlounge Director Jordan Brady Gives
a "High Thryv" To Management Software
and Publicis Hawkeye
(/spw/superlounge-director-jordan-
brady-gives-high-thryv-management-
software-and-publicis-hawkeye)
Friday, Jun. 29, 2018
Every small business needs a little help,
and that assistance is right...
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Rising Sun Pictures Conjures VFX Magic
for Chinese Blockbuster “Animal World”
(/spw/rising-sun-pictures-conjures-vfx-
magic-chinese-blockbuster-
%E2%80%9Canimal-
world%E2%80%9D)
Friday, Jun. 29, 2018
In a project spanning six months, Rising
Sun Pictures produced 86 visual...
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Factory Film Studio Acquires North
American Distribution Rights To 'Segfault'
(/spw/factory-film-studio-acquires-north-
american-distribution-rights-segfault)
Friday, Jun. 29, 2018
Factory Film Studio announced today
that they have acquired North
American...
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Stephen Arnold Music Nominated For Six
PromaxBDA Awards At PromaxBDA
Station Summit 2018 (/spw/stephen-
arnold-music-nominated-six-promaxbda-
awards-promaxbda-station-summit-
2018)
Thursday, Jun. 28, 2018
Stephen Arnold Music, the World Leader
in Sonic Branding™, announced that...
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Wondros Director Oren Lavie continues
to ride a spectacular wave of award...
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Airstream has been making its instantly
recognizable brand of travel...
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